2018 Wayne County Fair and Horse Show, Inc.
Monticello, Kentucky

Lawn Mower
Derby
Tuesday, July 3

LAWN MOWER
DERBY

1st Place - 50%
2nd Place - 30%
3rd Place - 20%
100% Payback
Entry Fee: $20 derby

For more information, contact:
Chuck Craig (606) 307-5481 or Wesley Elam (606) 278-0523

LAWN MOWER DERBY RULES
1.

Mower MUST be a factory available mower (NO homemade frames).

4.
5.
6.

All frame modification and frame reinforcing will be allowed.
Axles must be factory available mower axles but any reinforcing and I or welding of spider gears is permitted.
Engine bay reinforcing is permitted but must be contained inside of the hood and must maintain factory
bodylines.

8.

Mowers must have good brakes and forward and reverse gears at the start of the heat.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

A rear bumper is permitted but is not allowed to extend more than 4 inches out and it must stay in between the
tires. Also, no spikes, sharp edges, or any protrusions allowed. (Bumper can be home made with 1/H beam or
square tubing.)
Re-gearing and changing the pulleys to increase speed id permitted and encouraged.
Any and all drive train modifications are permitted but must stay belt driven.
All mowers must use lawn mower type wheels. Tractor treads and cut tires will be permitted, but no tire chains
or dual wheels will be allowed.
Mower decks must be removed.
All headlights and any other glass and plastics must be removed before you enter the pits.
Batteries must be removed from mower and only used to jump start the mower before the heat begins. If a
pull start is used , driver will not be permitted to restart engine during the heat.
No front bumpers. You can build up the front of the frame and underneath the grill to hit with. The front of
the mower must have a smooth finish for safety.
Roll-Over Driver is out of heat. Also, if a driver touches the ground with a hand or a foot, driver will be out of
the heat.

21.

Please put your number on each side of your mower or your helmet so we can track the winners.

25.

ALL ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE DAY OF EVENT WILL TAKE PRECEDENCE OVER PRINTED
MATERIAL!

27.
28.

DRIVER MUST WEAR HELMET!
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS.

